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***

In this Thesis, every mention of "C.R. Murphy Archaeological Consultants" should be replaced with "C. R. Murphy Archaeology".

The author of this Thesis wishes to acknowledge the following individuals for their contributions to the Stage III research of the Curtin site:
Project Director: Carl Murphy
Fieldwork: Laura Kake, Laura McRae, Carl Murphy, Derek Paauw, Janais Turuk
Report Preparation: Laura McRae, Derek Paauw

Page 23, line 5 and line 6.
"Stage IV archaeological excavation of the Curtin site was undertaken by the Central Archaeology Group Inc. in 2011 and 2012."
Replace with: "Stage IV archaeological excavation of the Curtin site was undertaken by the Central Archaeology Group Inc. in 2009, 2010 and 2011."

The author of this Thesis has learned that the report pertaining to the Stage IV research of the Curtin site was accepted within the Ontario Public Registry in December 2012. As the first draft of this Thesis was completed in the spring of 2012, at which point the report was not published, it could not have been used for this Thesis.